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MS 10 Catalogue Description

Present shelf-mark: Tufts University MS 10
Binding: wooden board with remnants of leather cover; 4 cords attached, two end-cords and two
cords at the end missing; contemporary binding
Paste-Downs: pastedown on upper wooden board with cursive text block
Flyleaves: NA
Marks of previous ownership: marginalia in several hands indicate multiple ownership
Table of contents or index: NA
Substrate: parchment
Foliation or Pagination: added foliation in ink at top right corner of rectos; foliation missing or
faded on fols. 1-3
Collation: 1-9^8, 10-11^6, three missing quires between quire 3 and 4; HHFF with the exception
of last quire (quire 11) FHFHHF; sewing marks on fols. 18, 19, 97, 98
Quire-numbers or Signatures: NA
Catchwords: bottom right on each last quire in ink; catchwords for quires 3, 5, 7, 9 cut off from
trimming
Leaves: evidence of trimming; frequent cockling; discoloration from use on bottom left and right
corners; several stains, holes and flaws in parchment from use and original production; worm
holes on folia close to binding; vertical cuts/slices in some folia
Pricking and Ruling: pricking on every folio; vertical and horizontal pricking around vertical
and horizontal edges of folio; ruling in drypoint; double and triple horizontal and vertical
bounding lines; ruling often extends towards edges of folia; separate set of horizontal pricking on
folia where pricking and ruling do not align

Page-layout:
- Columns: 2
- Ruled lines: 58-61
- double column text block with 0.8 cm in between; 2.5 cm from the binding; 7.3 cm from
the end; 3 cm from the top; 9 cm from the bottom; substantial margin area
Dimensions:
- Folio: 24 cm wide by 37.5 cm high
- Textblock: 14.2 cm wide by 25.2 cm high
- Single text column: 6.8 cm wide by 25.2 cm high
Rubrics: red rubrics with pen flourished initial
Scripts: written in gothic bookhand; below top line; miniscule with both ascenders and
descenders; broken strokes; curved strokes present in ascenders and descenders of some letters,
most visible in “v”; no slant; serifs and feet present; biting and fusion present; hairline down
ticks and up ticks as part of letter form or abbreviation marks
Alterations and corrections: three quires removed between quire 3 and 4; corrections in
multiple methods, possibly indicating multiple hands, including scraping, insertion, and
strikethrough; notable folia for alterations and corrections
Decoration: red and blue ink; initials decorated with pen flourishes; single black initial on fol.
93r; puzzle initials at the beginning of each section on fols. 1r, 54r, 74v, 85r
Text:
-

-

-

Single text ranging from fols. 1r-108v based on added foliation
Present day title: Summa super titulis decretalium
Incipit: Incipit summa magi Goffridi de Trano super titulis decretalium
Other manuscript copies include: Da Trani, Goffredo. Summa super titulis Decretalium,
etc. M
 anuscript. From Beinecke Library Marston MS 36.
https://brbl-dl.library.yale.edu/vufind/Record/3592264.
Printed edition: Da Trani, Gottofredo. Summa super titulis Decretalium. Printed
Manuscript. Lyon: 1519. Reprint Aelen: Scientia, 1968. From Colby College Medieval
Canon Law Virtual Library. http://works.bepress.com/david_freidenreich/17.
Content: canon law apparatus by Goffredus of Trano (d. 1245) who was an Italian jurist,
canon lawyer, university professor, and cardinal; prominent figure and text in medieval
canon law

-

Missing text: comparison with a complete manuscript of the same text suggests missing
folia (from three quires between quires 3 and 4) contained the text found in Beinecke
Marston MS 36, 35v left column line 34 to 67c right column line 28

Marginalia: Many forms of marginalia including text, faces, maniculae, and other techniques of
emphasis/highlighting; text written in margins possibly commentary or correction; different
hands identifiable from various styles of maniculae; conservative estimate of at least 7 different
hands in marginalia, some notable folia for marginalia fols. 1v, 9r, 51r, 52r-53r, 62v

Historical Essay

Life of a Book: Life of a Student
Tufts University MS 10 is a large manuscript that consists of 108 folia. It is a single text
manuscript of Goffredo de Trano’s (d. 1245) decretal of the canon laws. The binding is worn; the
folia are grimy; the left and right corners are discolored. And by whom? There are no
illuminations, only a couple large pen flourished initials. But I wasn’t interested in the puzzle
initials that began each section of the text. Instead, I looked to the margins, where scribbles,
symbols, hands, and heads littered the pages in the best way possible (fig. 1, 2, and 5). As I spent
time flipping through each folia of MS 10, I couldn’t help but notice how much this manuscript
had been loved. My first hunch came from my own context and background as a college student
who often used rental books littered with highlighted passages and notes. This hunch led me
down an exciting inquisition: could MS 10 have been used as a textbook at a medieval
university?
My research began with some basic information about medieval universities and canon
law. From about the 7th-11th century, medieval Europe saw a growth in economy, literacy, and
church reform.1 The three areas of growth contributed to the emergence of universities because
wealth and literacy in the people was necessary for interest in a university education. It is likely
that the Catholic Church supported universities during its reform because of the need to “regulate
all religious institutions within the larger sphere of the Catholic Church.”2 Thus, medieval
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Europe during this time saw support for institutions such as universities from the bottom and top:
the growing wealthy and literate lay people and the Catholic Church. As a result, medieval
Europe witnessed a great growth of universities by the 13th century.3 Once universities came to
existence, they became the “marketplaces of learning and intellectual debate” but in a more
practical sense. It integrated itself into the ebb and flow of trade (both tangible and intangible) in
medieval towns. The people of the university depended on the “accommodations, foodstuffs, ale
and wine, clothes, shoes, and other necessities of life provided by the men and women of the
town” while at the same time, “officials, law courts and businessmen in the cities increasingly
relied on the universities to supply them with capable men.”4
Canon law found its place at the core of the university curriculum influenced by the
Catholic Church since it developed the canon law to “govern the body of Christ on earth.”5 One
may wonder if canon law is specific to religious government, then why not teach it in schools
annexed to churches and monasteries. Although these schools did indeed teach canon law, the
prominence of canon law in free schools (i.e. universities) once again falls back on the practical
trade mentioned above. Unlike religious schools where education centered around faith,
universities functioned as a place where students could study canon law with the purpose of
upward mobility and joining the new professional class of judges, notaries, town clerics, etc.6
Learning in the universities happened through two primary methods: the lectio and the
disputatio.7 Odofredus de Denariis’s account on his method of teaching c 1250 illuminates an
extremely authoritative fashion:
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“First, I shall give you summaries of each title before I proceed to the text; second, I shall
give you as clear and explicit a statement as I can of the purport of each law (included in
the title); third, I shall read the text with a view to correcting it; fourth, I shall briefly
repeat the contents of the law; fifth, I shall solve apparent contradictions, adding any
general principles of law (to be extracted from the passage….”8
In summary, the instructor read and explained the text multiple times to his passive students. But
perhaps passive is not the correct word as one can imagine in this fashion of lecture without
powerpoint slides or audio recordings to play back, students would be frantically marking their
own copy of the texts during this time. In fact, taking notes was not only common practice but
expected and encouraged by their instructors. A 1453 canon lawyer illustrates this practice when
he says that “a student diligent in listening and learning should always have a pen ready…”9 This
resonates with Tufts University MS 10 and its plethora of marginalia.
At this point in my research I began to get very excited. The puzzle pieces seemed to be
coming together to confirm my hypothesis that MS 10 was a textbook in a university. However,
one very key piece was still missing: did students use textbooks in medieval universities? This
might seem like an obvious question in the minds of people who are extremely familiar with the
concept of textbooks. But without research, the possibility remained that universities did not use
textbooks in the way we are familiar with. There are two questions to be answered. Did the
concept of textbooks and uniformity in dissemination of knowledge exist in medieval
universities? And if so, did students have access to such textbooks?
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To answer the first question, it is enlightening to note that one of the most famous law
texts, Decretum, by Gratian in 1140 was actually created specifically as a textbook and not a law
code.10 In other words, Decretum was created specifically as a tool of instruction. A text created
with the objective to be used as a textbook characterizes an intentional and significant shift
towards the standardization and dissemination of knowledge. In fact, by the 13th century,
“curriculum as well as the method of lecturing...[were] perfected…”11
In addition to textbooks with glossing, supplementary texts to further aid learning existed
such as the summa and lectura. These texts were different from glossed texts with the text and
gloss on one page because they were separate from the text and purchased by a student for
supplementary reading.12 Texts such as the summa and lectura would have only been useful to a
university student since the two texts served as supplementary texts and did not function as
stand-alone text. The presence of such supplementary texts that would only function for students
indicate the growing autonomy of universities as an institutional entity and further confirms the
existence of textbooks, beyond simply books used to teach but books created to teach, in
medieval universities.
Even with the confirmation that textbooks did indeed exist, it’s another question to ask
whether students had ready access to these books. It might have been that such books were only
available to instructors and that students took notes on wax tablets or parchment. However, the
presence of booksellers and systems of renting indicate a wide range of access to such textbooks.
The statutes of the City of Bologna in 1274 contain a section on the stationarii (booksellers)
forbidding them to sell books to other cities and to have books well corrected for students to
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purchase.13 The statute of the city alludes to the idea that booksellers had a good business selling
textbooks to students and that students had relatively easy and ready access to purchase books. In
fact, the University of Bologna facilitated a mass production of its textbooks through the pecia
system in which students would rent out individual quires to copy the text themselves or by
someone else.14 However, access to books was not restricted to full purchases and copying. The
pecia system of copying was not universal and some exemplars were rented out as whole
volumes to be used by students.15 To add, a set of regulations outlined by a German university in
1471 orders that a student “is obliged to follow diligently the book that is assigned, in such a way
that he has either his own or a borrowed text of the lecture with him at all times during the
lecture.”16 The quote illuminates the fact that alongside purchasing books, borrowing/renting
texts was also familiar practice.
At the beginning of this paper, I mentioned the plethora of marginalia in MS 10 and how
the marginalia in conjunction with some other aspects of the manuscript led me to wonder if it
could have been a textbook. In addition to there being a plethora of marginalia, there seemed to
be different types of marginalia in MS 10. For the sake of discussion, I categorized the
variety/types as those for memory/emphasis and those for correction/elaboration.
Fig. 3 and 4 exemplify the kinds of annotation a student might have made as corrections
and supplements to the text. Recall back to Odofredus de Denariis’s account on his method of
teaching and how he specifically read through the text for the sake of correcting. Areas with
missing text were marked by a “marginal cross formed by dots and commas” which was called a
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crux.17 In places where the missing text was impossible to add it was noted with a letter “M”
surrounded by dots and dashes which was called a menda. Although MS 10 does not have an
identical example of a menda or crux as shown in L’Engle’s “The Pro-Active Reader: Learning
to Learn the Law,” fig. 3 and 4 show very similar forms which most likely served a similar
function. It is my educated guess that there were slight variations by region and university.
Fig. 1 and 5 exemplify annotations that emphasize and aid memory to certain passages.
Similar to modern day annotation, passages that were to be memorized or emphasized were
“indicated by a curved double line or other distinct marks that connected successive lines of
text.”18 Fig. 1 is a prime example of this type of annotation in MS 10. A practice unique from
today’s practice of annotation is the use of small illustrations of hands and heads to emphasize
text (fig. 5). A canon lawyer’s account of a diligent student in 1453 explains the function of these
peculiar illustrations, saying that when “something unique or noteworthy appears in text...he may
make there some sign of a head, or a hand...so that because of that sign it may come to mind
more quickly and may be found easily.”19 This practice was not unique to any single institution
as evident from the various examples of heads and hands in different medieval texts. One notable
example is the Beinecke Library Marston MS 36 which contains the same text of Tufts
University MS 10 and also features a significant number of heads and hands (fig. 6). The profile
heads functioned similarly as the “brackets” in fig. 5 to stretch over several lines that the student
wished to emphasize while the hands served as literal pointers to specific words or lines.20 And
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in addition to emphasizing, one can imagine the often playful illustrations functioning as
amusing eye-catchers that aided quick recollection.
To conclude, my research has led me in an empathetic path to understand a medieval
university student through their heavily marked textbook. At the beginning of the paper, I
described MS 10 as a manuscript that received a lot of love. However, my research and
emotional connection to the medieval student has led me to believe that MS 10 not only exhibits
love, but it also exhibits frustration at an incorrect text, boredom from didactic lecturing, anxiety
from rapid paced lessons, and enthusiasm to capture every word of the instructor, all of which
are emotions that I understand as a student myself. Marginalia by the intimate medieval reader
often “invite[d] those who read after them to enter into a certain kind of community, remote in
time and often distance, but nonetheless real and surprisingly interactive.”21 By studying the
marginalia in MS 10, I feel that at the end of my journey I have entered a community of students
that have gone through the folia of this manuscript and recorded their love, frustration, boredom,
anxiety, and enthusiasm in the margins.

Christine Marie Schott. "Intimate Reading: Marginalia in Medieval Manuscripts." (PhD Diss., University of Virginia, 2012), 9,
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Figure 1. Goffredo de Trano, Summa super titutolos Decretalium,T
 ufts University, MS 10, fol
53r.

Figure 2. Goffredo de Trano, Summa super titutolos Decretalium, T
 ufts University, MS 10, fol
52r.

Figure 3. Goffredo de Trano, Summa super titutolos Decretalium, T
 ufts University, MS 10, fol
103r.

Figure 4. Goffredo de Trano, Summa super titutolos Decretalium, T
 ufts University, MS 10, fol
104r.

Figure 5. Goffredo de Trano, Summa super titutolos Decretalium, T
 ufts University, MS 10, fol
105v.

Figure 6. Goffredo da Trani, Summa super titulis Decretalium, etc., B
 einecke Library, Marston,
MS 36, fol 47r.
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